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DroneGP™ (‘the Company’). A recipient may not solicit, directly or indirectly (whether through an agent or otherwise) the participation of another
institution or person without the prior approval of the directors of the Company.
The contents of this document have not been independently verified and they do not purport to be comprehensive, or to contain all the information that
a prospective investor may need. No representation, warranty or undertaking, expressed or implied is or will be made or given and no responsibility or
liability is or will be accepted by the Company or by any of its directors, employees or advisors in relation to the accuracy or completeness of this
document or any other written or oral information made available in connection with the Company.
Any form of reproduction, dissemination, copying, disclosure, modification, distribution and or publication of this material is strictly prohibited.
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DroneGP™ - The International Drone Racing Championship

WHAT
At the beginning of the automobile era, vehicles were seen just as a mere
means of transportation, a quick way to get from point A to point B. The end
result is now obvious: cars have become way more meaningful than
originally expected. Even before their practical side was consolidated, racing
events began to emerge, and are now one of the main entertainmentrelated businesses in the world.
The same is happening now with Quad Copters and FPV Flight. Starting
with hobbyists all around the world, multicopters are now being used and
considered for a wide range of uses: as a new way of moving things faster in
remote locations (DHL) or delivering goods (Amazon) and, of course, for
video making purposes, plus delivering cinematic effects once very
expensive to achieve. Simultaneously, the consumer market is becoming
aware of this phenomenon and new, small “toy” drones are appearing with
increasing frequency. The number of consumer-oriented drones sold
worldwide each quarter is skyrocketing. There are thousands of small and
medium size drone manufacturers and labs that are experimenting with
new technologies as well.
Since the beginning of this aerial revolution, people have been looking for
new ways of enhancing and customising their drones.
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One of the latest ways of enjoying drones is racing.
The drone is the perfect mean to race together with friends, it brings to life
what most kids always dreamed of: to be a real life pilot with your own
aircraft. With drones and their relatively cheap technology this is now
possible. All that is required for a truly amazing experience is a drone (or
quadcopter) and FPV for an amazing experience with your friends.
Amateur meet-ups and groups are being organised all around the world.
Each month hundreds of groups gather to race, unregulated, in wooded
areas, parks and garages, all prone to safety hazards.
Drone races are becoming more and more popular and it’s already
possible to imagine Star-Wars-like aerial fights and Pod-like races.
We envision a future in which professional drone racing attracts the
attention of the media and millions of people; racetracks that exalt the
speed and push race-drones to the extreme; and with the best pilots
worldwide that will unleash the full potential of the aircrafts.
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HOW
Conscious of the real and growing interest in drone races, we are organising
the First International DroneGP™ Championship this fall 2015. It will
consist of a total of 3 events showcasing and demonstrating to a global
audience how awesome this sport is. The first one will kick-start the project
and demonstrate the potential to sponsors, media and the public. The first
event/race will be held in Italy.
The organisation of the other 2 events/races is likely to take place between
fall and winter of 2015; locations such as France and the UK are currently
being explored.
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The Best FPV pilots will be selected from the many amateur competitions
worldwide and brought together to give life to the competition. They will be
given new cutting-edge racing drones to run in the brand-new custom
made Drone-Racing Track designed and built by us.
The enormous enthusiasm that a live drone race can spark in the general
public and the appeal that could be generated in the media, will show what
DroneGP™ can offer not just to enthusiasts and experts, but also to racing
sports fans.
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WHEN & WHERE
In the fall of 2015, the First DroneGP™ Championship will take place and
thus inaugurate a whole new way of conceiving Drones for the general public.
It will be an event so unique that people from all over the world will talk
about it and will want to try it out.
We designed a completely new approach to drone races. No more dark
woods and shaky arrows typical of most amateur-like events; instead, brand
new custom made tracks where drones can unleash their full potential
and speed in complete safety. Built with a system of inflatables and fabrics
stretched all around the race track, our circuits are fully customisable and
out-of-the-box ready to use. Our tracks can be put anywhere with enough
space to accomodate them, and are extremely safe. They can be easily set
up both indoors and outdoors, allowing for spectacular and varied settings for
the races. Regarding outdoor races, the track will be enclosed within a fourmeter grid.
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No drone will be able to “escape” and be an hazard to the audience, pilots,
referees and technicians.
The inflatables and the fabrics are two meters high and run the whole
length of the racecourse, thus allowing ample space for advertisement.
The First DroneGP™ Event will take place in beautiful Tuscany, Italy. A
number of TV networks are being contacted to broadcast the event. A live
web streaming will also be available for the international audience.
Our video production wizards will go the extra mile to produce breathtaking
promotional videos to ensure the adrenaline rush of the race will be fully
experienced by the people watching the videos online. Since the sport is
relatively unknown, spectacular movies are essential insofar as they
intensify the dramatic aspect of the races; this will snare viewers attention
immediately.
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WHO
FrozenPepper was founded in 2008 just after the AppStore announcement.
Among the first Italian companies to publish on it,
FrozenPepper has grown to be the leader in mobile RC
simulation especially thanks to the huge success of RC
Plane 2 with over 10 million users worldwide.
Mainly focused on games, but capable of innovating in
the application market also, CCP (Custom Control Pad)
was recognised as best Italian iPhone utility app of
2013 by Macity.it, a leading Italian Mac and iPhone
publication.

setup), coupled with the physics of their flight, create a totally different
racing experience while still feeling familiar for those who have grown up
imagining the best trajectory or how to overtake an opponent.
In “DroneGP 15” you will grow as a drone racing pilot through various
classes of vehicles in many different scenarios.
Starting with small, light and easy-to-control multicopters you will learn to
master the whole new dimension to races that DroneGP 15 brings; you’ll
follow ideal curve lines in 3d space and try to improve your lap times as you
would in a conventional car racing game.

VIDEO-GAME
A dedicated and exciting video-game called “DroneGP 15” is in the final
stages of development and will be released in the coming weeks for iOS,
Mac and Windows. This simulation will prepare the heart beats of those
that are anticipating to race in real life.
Modern Formula One borrows a lot from video-games. Technologies such
as KERS and DRS have been incorporated solely to provide a more
spectacular experience for viewers; this was possible as electronics have
become an integral part of the cars.
Electronics components have been fundamental in multicopters since day
one, making the challenge of reproducing an accurate simulation easier,
especially from the “experience” point of view. From the first stages of
development of DroneGP 15, FrozenPepper focused on realistic simulation.
Seven years of experience in RC simulators, allowed for the gathering of
huge amounts of data related to the possible requirements needed for a
real DroneGP, such as tracks size, speed range, materials needed and even
the flight controllers code of the racing vehicles.
With DroneGP 15 videogame we are reaching car and motorcycle racing
fans, both those passionate about a realistic simulation, and those looking
for a more arcade experience.
Multicopter races bring a whole new dimension to regular “2d” racing, the
simplicity of the controls (with an adequate flight controller and sensor
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The video-game “DroneGP 15” will generate a wave of momentum for drone
races and the drone industry in general. It has the potential to engage a whole
new community and attract new customers to the drone industry.
This is going to give DroneGP™ Championship a great deal of exposure for
its upcoming and future Events.
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PORTAL & COMMUNITY
We envision a participatory approach to draft “DroneGP Safety Rules and
Regulations™”. We are including a large number of enthusiasts, pilots and
experts to make sure that we encompass every important aspect of this
sport.
We are creating an ad-hoc web portal where people will join and participate
in the discussions on the drafting of DroneGP™ Rules. The portal will also
serve as a reference point for a future “Drone Racing Federation” (DRF).

WHY WE WANT YOU…
We want the best drone manufacturers and related businesses in the
world to be partners in this project. We are reaching out to the most
prominent actors in the sector to make DroneGP™ THE racing sport of
the 21st century!
There are various ways in which you can become a partner (look at the
sponsorship packages for more info):
Via In-Kind contribution of equipment and goods that will be used mostly
for video-making purposes, thereby ensuring that we have top quality
available on the market; or,
Through cash contributions which will provide you with various types of
exposure in the 3 events of the First DroneGP™ Championship and on
communication material.
Help shape the future of this awesome new sport!

…AND WHY CHOOSE US
We are building a community AND an audience. People are really
interested to see about how drone races look like. Ex. in less than a week
we have reached three thousand likes on fb.
This will be the first sport ever to become popular thanks to a video
game
FrozenPepper has a highly successful portfolio oriented towards the
simulation/arcade game play. With its game “RC Plane 2”, FrozenPepper
has an active player base of one million people worldwide. Therefore we
estimate that DroneGP15, the Studio’s latest release, will be a global
success. Thanks to this publicity we expect the creation of strong
momentum for a real-life DroneGP™ Championship.
You’ll be the first to start a revolution with us! We give you the possibility
to have your logo and ad appear in a successful video-game as well as in
DroneGP™ Events.
We are not just enthusiasts, we are a team of passionate professionals
and skilful experts in numerous fields: game developing, communication,
events organisation, video making, production, engineering, music and
light design—among others.
We are looking ahead. We are starting with these 3 events to be held in
fall/winter 2015 but in the not-too-distant future we envision a full
fledged International Championship with pilots from all over the world,
different drones categories and various track scenarios to be built with
our design technology.
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VIDEOS
Several video products will be produced from the First DroneGP™ event to
be held in Italy in 2015. We want to achieve maximum visibility and
exposure.
Ex. the most viewed drone racing video on youtube (youtu.be/ZwL0t5kPf6E)
currently counts 1.5M views: it is an amateur video that barely scratches
the surface of the emotions and adrenaline that a drone race expresses.
We have set ourselves an ambitious goal: obtaining ten times more views
with our DroneGP™ Promo Video, to be produced during the first event
and released shortly after.
A part from DroneGP™ Promo Video, the video production will include:
Full-Race edited video highlights - (5-6min.) with ads
Video Interviews with Pilots, to get to know the protagonists
Video Interviews with Sponsors, Partners and manufacturers
Crash Compilation
Making of and backstage of building the track
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SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES
The amount of each package is considered
either as in-cash or in-kind contribution, i.e.
the equivalent cash amount can be provided in
the form of technical equipments, tools and
goods according to specific agreements with
us.

CONTACTS:
ottavio@frozenpepper.it
giovanni@frozenpepper.it
+39 349 574 7379
+39 340 299 9712
www.facebook.com/droneGP
www.twitter.com/DroneGP
www.drone-gp.com (Under Construction)

SILVER - 25.000€

BRONZE - 10.000€

PRIORITY LANE

Pay 1 get 2 free! With one
GOLD sponsorship you get to
be the sponsor of the first 3
DroneGP™ races!

X

X

TRACK
ADVERTISEMENT

Maximum exposure!
trackside banner ads:
50% of the total amount

Medium exposure
trackside banner ads:
15% of the total amount

Standard exposure
trackside banner ads:
5% of the total amount

AD ON VIDEO GAME

Your ad on DrongeGP video
game with first 3 months
FREE of charge and next 3
with 50% discount

Your ad on DroneGP video
game 1 month free of charge
and next 3 months just 5k a
month

Your ad on DroneGP video
game for 3 months for just
10k a month

SPONSORs LOGO

Your Logo in GOLD sponsor
section on website. Your logo
will also be connected to ALL
DroneGP related materials,
communications (print&web)
and events

Your Logo in SILVER sponsor
section on website + print
publications and web
communication materials

Your Logo in BRONZE
sponsor section on website +
web communication material

FLAGS

2 Flag pole advertisement
300x100cm

X

X

TV & COMMERCIALS

Logo in DroneGP web
commercials, banners and all
TV coverage

Logo in DroneGP web
commercials

X

YOU TUBE VIDEOS

Maximum exposure in
DroneGP video material

Medium exposure in DroneGP
video material

Minor exposure in DroneGP
video material

VIDEO INTERVIEW

Video interview with
representative to be
published on youtube channel
and website

Video interview with
representative to be
published on youtube channel
and website

X

SPEAK UP!

Have your say on the drafting
of DroneGP Safety Rules &
Regulations

X

X

BUMPERS

Breakbumpers during Race
Highlights video of first event

X

X

GOLD - 50.000€
1 available
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